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Q. CODE 611 

MIZORAM INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL EDUCATION & RESEARCH 

Competitive Exam For Recruitment To The Post Laboratory Technician 
Time: 3 hours 

GENERAL ENGLISH 
SECTION A 

(This section should be answered only on the Answer Sheet Booklet provided) Marks : 20 
 

Write an essay of not more than 300 words on any one of the following topics  
 

a) Increase of HIV/AIDS in Mizoram. 
b) Impact of stress on health. 
c) Gender discrimination in India. 

SECTION B 
Marks : 80 

(Attempt all questions. This section should be answered only on the OMR Answer Sheet provided) 
Directions (Questions 1 - 6) Read the given passage and answer the questions that follow:   (6x2=12) 

To avoid various foolish opinions to which mankind is prone, no superhuman brain is required. A few 
simple rules will keep you, not only from all errors, but also from silly errors. 
If the matter is one that can be settled by observation, make the observation yourself. Aristotle could have 
avoided the mistake of thinking that women have fewer teeth than men, by the simple device of asking Mrs. 
Aristotle to keep her mouth open while he counted. Thinking that you know, when, in fact, you do not, is a 
bad mistake to which, we are all prone. I believe myself that hedgehogs eat black beetles because I have 
been told that they do; but if I was writing a book on the habits of hedgehogs, I should commit myself until I 
had seen one enjoying this diet. Aristotle, however, was less cautious. Ancient and medieval writers knew all 
about unicorns and salamanders; not one of them thought it was necessary to avoid dogmatic statements 
about them because he had never seen one.  

Many matters, however, are less easily brought to the test of experience. If, like most of mankind, 
you have strong convictions on many such matters, there are ways in which, you can learn about your own 
bias. If an opinion contrary to your own makes you angry, that is a sign that you are subconsciously aware of 
having no good reason for thinking as you do. If anyone says that two and two are five or that Iceland is on 
the equator, you feel pity rather than anger, unless you know so little of arithmetic or geography that his 
opinion shakes your own contrary conviction.  

A good way of ridding yourself of certain types of dogmatism is to become aware of opinions held in 
social circles different from your own. If you cannot travel, talk to people with whom you disagree and read 
a newspaper belonging to a party that is not yours. If the people and the newspaper seem mad, stupid and 
wicked, remind yourself that you seem so to them. In this opinion, both parties may be right but they both 
cannot be wrong. This thought should generate a certain caution.  

1. What is the writer’s comment on Aristotle in the passage? 
A. Aristotle averted the mistake of thinking that women have lesser teeth than men. 
B. Aristotle might have thought about women as having lesser teeth than men. 
C. Aristotle could have avoided the mistake of thinking that women have lesser teeth than men. 
D. Aristotle thought women have lesser teeth than men.   

2. The writer explains his view by saying that if he is going to write a book on hedgehogs: 
A. He would state that they eat black beetles as he has heard it said about them. 
B. He would make an observation of hedgehogs to verify before making any bold statements about 

their dietary preference. 
C. He would not stick to the view that hedgehogs eat black beetles. 
D. He won’t commit to the opinion that hedgehogs eat black beetles. 

3. What does the writer mean by the ‘test of experience’ mentioned in the passage? 
A. Verify the facts through a highly qualified and well informed person. 
B. Ascertain the facts from a person who has specialized knowledge of the subject. 
C. Verify the facts by making personal observations. 
D. Experimenting by testing that the matter causes a reaction in you. 

4. What is the comment of the writer about the unicorn and salamanders mentioned in the stories of 
ancient and medieval ears? 

A. The two were neither observed, nor did they exist. 
B. They were observed by the writers. 
C. The two were in existence in the past only. 
D. The two may have existed but were never observed by the writers. 

5. How does the writer define a dogmatic statement in the context of the passage? 
A. The one that is undoubting.   B. The one that is beyond questioning. 
C. The one that is probable.    D. The one that is highly convincing. 
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6. What is the antonym of conviction? 
A. belief  B. opinion   C. skepticism    D. stance  

Directions (Questions 7 - 14) Choose the correct usage of the given idiom           (8x2=16) 
7. The gift of the gab  

A. a generous person  B. gift-giver  C. full of talent D. Talent for speaking 
8. Take to one’s heels 

A. walking in high heels B. Run away C. walking with difficulty D. stealing something 
9. In cold blood  

A. Deliberately and without emotion   B. a very cold person 
C. in shock      D. full of fear 

10. In the soup 
A. something delicious B. something hot C. In trouble     D. doing something together  

11. Nip in the bud  
A. to cut something  B. a budding career C. Destroy in the early stage       D. to create  

12. in the sticks 
A. a skinny person  B. the countryside C. a difficult situation         D. hard to remove 

13. To eat humble pie 
A. To own up to one's wrong  B. to eat a lot  C. to try again  D. to share  

14. Wash one’s dirty linen 
A. a talkative person      B. to spread falsehood 
C. Discuss one’s private matters in public  D. having a fight 

Directions (Questions 15 - 24) Choose the appropriate word to fill in the blanks:          (10x1=10) 
15. If you ...... a car, you should get it ...... regularly. 

 A) owned / to service      B) will own / servicing 
 C) own / serviced     D) had owned / being serviced 

16. Sangi...... on her scooty all day long—I wonder if she......by this evening. 
 A) works / is going to finish    B) worked / was finishing 
 C) is going to work / has finished   D) has been working / will have finished 

17. Henry has been interested in learning how to sail a boat….. he went sailing with his grandfather a 
few years ago. 

 A) by the time  B) the moment  C) just after   D) ever since 
18. We…………… beautiful weather at the beach, but it was so cold and rainy that,......getting a sun tan, 

I caught a cold. 
 A) expected/ in case of    B) were expecting/instead of 
 C) are expecting/compared to    D) had expected/just as 

19. David......to Lunglei in 2014, and he......there ever since. 
 A) was moving / lived     B) has moved / is living 
 C) had moved / lives     D) moved / has been living 

20. Though it was supposed to be a 3-star hotel, there was not......a TV in the room. 
 A) as   B) even   C) so much   D) still 

21. ....... American poet Robert Frost, writing free verse is like playing tennis without a net. 
 A) Compared to B) Nevertheless  C) As though   D) According to 

22. There are certain books that every person......by the time he or she has graduated from university. 
 A) ought to have read  B) should be reading  C) would read  D) must be reading 

23. If Holly......James Joyce's Ulysses, she......to become a writer. 
 A) didn't read / won't want    B) won't read / hasn't wanted 
 C) hadn't read / wouldn't have wanted  D) doesn't read / hadn't wanted 

24. The people with......I shared a house ...... I was at university were all vegetarians. 
 A) whom / when B) what / where  C) that / which   D) where / what 
Directions (Questions 25 - 30) Fill in the blanks with the suitable Tense:            (6x2=12) 

25. This house ——————— in 1970 by my grandfather. 
 A) Built  B) Was built   C) Was build   D) Has built 

26. The robbers ————————- by the police. 
 A) Have arrested B) Have been arrested  C) Was arrested  D) Had arrested 

27. We ——————— for the examination. 
 A) Have preparing B) Are preparing  C) Had preparing D) Have been prepared 

28. It ——————— since yesterday. 
 A) Is raining  B) Has been raining  C) Have been raining  D) Was raining 

29. I ————————- for five hours. 
 A) Have been working B) Has been working   C) Was working D) Am working 

30. The students ———————- to submit their reports by the end of this week. 
A) Have told  B) Are told   C) Has told   D) Are telling 

Directions (Questions 31 - 35) Choose the correct sentence transformation:                   (5x1=5) 
31. My ambition is to serve the country. (into complex) 

A) My ambition is that I should serve my country. B) My ambition is that I shall serve my country. 
C) To serve my country is my ambition.  D) I serve my country is my great ambition. 
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32. As soon as we heard the shout, we rushed to the spot (into compound) 
 A) We heard the shout and rushed to the spot. B) Hearing the shout, we rushed to the spot. 

 C) We heard the shout and rushed.  D) We rushed to the spot as soon as we heard the shout. 
33. You have to be 18 years old or you cant drive (into complex) 

A) You can’t drive because you are under 18. B) To drive, you have to be 18 years old. 
C) If you are under 18, you cant drive.  C) If you are 18 year old, you cant drive. 

34. How kind of you to help her like that (into assertive) 
A) How kind of you that you helped her like that. B) It is very kind of you to help her. 
C) You are very kind to help her like that.  D) It is very kind of you to help her like that. 

35. Although he is rich, he is not happy (compound) 
A) He isnt happy but he is rich.   B) He is rich and still not happy. 
C) He is rich but he is not happy.   D) He is rich but not happy. 

Directions (Questions 36 - 43) Choose the correct form of the word as directed:      (8x1=8) 
36. Noun form  

A) Protection  B) Protect  C) Protectively  D) Protective 
37. Verb form 

A) Interprete  B) interpretative C) interpretatively  D) interpretation  
38. Adjective form  

A) extend  B) extensive  C) extension   D) extensively  
39. Adverb form  

A) vulgarity  B) vulgarize   C) vulgar   D) vulgarly 
40. Verb form 

A) attractive  B) attractively  C) attraction   D) attract  
41. Adverb form  

A) hesitation  B) hesitating  C) hesitatingly   D) hesitate  
42. Noun form 

A) explode  B) explosive  C) explosively   D) explosion 
43. Adjective form 

A) irritatingly  B) irritation  C) irritate   D) irritating 
Directions (Questions 44 - 50) Choose the correct option to complete each sentence       (7x1=7) 

44. They usually spend their holidays in _________mountains.  
A) a   B) the   C) an     D) no article  

45. This is _____best Indian restaurant in Aizawl. 
A) a   B) an   C) No article   D) the 

46. I cannot live on ________Rs.1000/- a month 
A) the   B) no article  C) a     D) an 

47. Someone call ___ policeman! 
A) an    B) a   C) the    D) No article 

48. Someone call ____police! 
A) the   B) an   C) a    D) No article 

49. I haven’t seen him in _____year. 
A) an   B) No article  C) a    D) the 

50. I don’t like______ pets but I adore my friend’s puppy. 
A) No article  B) the   C) an    D) a 

Directions (Questions 51 - 60) Fill in the blank with the appropriate word:    (10x1=10) 
51. Every morning we put the garbage ___ for collection 

 A) up    B) at   C) into     D) out 
52. You have to leave your shoes __ the door when you enter the house. 
 A) in   B) over  C) to    D) by 
53. It was a long walk, so he made his way slowly ____town 
 A) for   B) towards  C) until   D) at 
54. Sawma cleaned his room by stuffing everything ___ his bed. 
 A) in   B) on   C) under   D) along 
55. We often go fishing ____ the riverbank.  

A) towards   B) inside  C) along   D) around 
56. The teacher caught him cheating ____ the exam. 

A) during   B) after  C) near    D) outside 
57. Tlinga needs to submit the report __ his boss before 5 PM 

A) at    B) to   C) off    D) on 
58. Ruati apologized ___ her brother’s poor behavior. 

A) for    B) in   C) off    D) at 
59. There is no doubt that Mapuia is very good ___ telling jokes. 

A) at    B) over  C) off    D) with 
60. Their relationship is based ___ mutual trust. 

A) from   B) since  C) before   D) on  


